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Golden Omega Norway achieves Friend of the Sea and
Dolphin-Safe certifications for GOtab, direct compressible
Omega-3 powders for tableting.
The certifications, granted by Friend of the Sea and the Earth Island Institute assure the use
of sustainable resources and compliance with the Dolphin-Safe requirements.
Golden Omega Norway AS, a subsidiary of Golden Omega SA
has been successfully audited by the Friend of the Sea
organization and obtained the Friend of the Sea and the DolphinSafe certifications for all its GOtab powders.
Friend of the Sea is a project of the World Sustainability
Organization (WSO), providing certification of products and
services which respect the marine habitat and aquatic species.
The Dolphin-Safe project has been the precursor of all sustainable
seafood programs and standards. Started by the Earth Island
Institute (www.earthisland.org) in 1990, the Dolphin-Safe project
has saved millions of dolphins from being killed in tuna nets.
Due to its strategic and unique location in the middle of the richest
fishing grounds for anchovy in the world, in the South Pacific
Ocean, Golden Omega SA has full control and traceability of the
fish oil that is utilized in the production of GOtab. “After becoming
part of Golden Omega, it was a natural step to certify our GOtab
Omega-3 compressible powders for Friend of the Sea and
Dolphin-Safe. This will be another great value-adding point for our
clients who are using this powder for their human and pet
supplement products, commented Tina Vestland, Managing
Director of Golden Omega Norway.
"Our company has a permanent commitment to protecting the
environment and the sustainability of resources, which we are
reaffirming by joining this certification for our GOtab powders. This
is a natural consequence of using in all our Omega-3 concentrates
only anchovy from Chilean and Peruvian waters, from Friend of

To learn more about Friend of the Sea:
www.friendofthesea.org
To learn more about Dolphin Safe:
www.dolphinsafetuna.org
To know more about Golden Omega:
www.goldenomega.cl

the Sea certified sources" commented Jorge Brahm, Managing
Director of Golden Omega SA.
Companies that are using the GOtab powders into their products
interested in using the Friend of the Sea or Dolphin-Safe logos
should contact the Friend of the Sea organization.

ABOUT GOLDEN OMEGA NORWAY
Golden Omega Norway AS, a subsidiary of the Chilean Company
Golden Omega SA, produce GOtab, high quality Omega-3 direct
compressible powders for tablet formulations for human and pet
dietary supplements, utilizing a proprietary technology. These
powders exclusively contain Omega-3 concentrates produced by
Golden Omega SA in its state-of-the-art production facility located
in Northern Chile, close to the raw material source. This assures
supply of the best fish oil available worldwide, as well as
guaranteed freshness and quality.

